Symbolic circuit analysis involves deriving symbolic expressions for performance measures, such as voltage gain, input impedance, and evaluating them to obtain more insight into the behaviour of a circuit. In modern semiconductor technologies, it is more useful to evaluate the symbolic expressions using interval methods in order handle variations in parameter values. We compare the performance of different interval methods in evaluating symbolic expressions. Our experiments show that Generalised Interval Arithmetic is the most efficient method in affine form for our application. However, this method should be modified to suit long chains of computation. Our modification yields tighter interval bounds compared with other interval methods.
Introduction
Symbolic circuit analysis is a method for analysing electric circuits by deriving transfer functions in which some or all of the circuit parameters are retained as symbols. A fully expanded symbolic circuit expression in the Laplace domain can be represented as (1) where s is the complex frequency variable. The coefficients of s-powers (such as {a 0 , a 1 , . . . a m } and {b 0 , b 1 , . . . b n }) are usually represented in sum-of-product form, consisting of symbolic circuit parameters. In modern semiconductor technologies, the circuit parameter values vary due to process variations, temperature and supply voltage fluctuations, and so on. The symbolic circuit expressions need to be evaluated or processed further in many applications, such as circuit sizing, optimization, and pole-zero analysis [1] , under parameter variations. The use of interval methods helps to evaluate symbolic expressions efficiently, taking parameter variations into account. This article is concerned with using interval methods-such as Affine Arithmetic (aa) [6] , Revised Affine Arithmetic (raa) [5] , Extension to Affine Arithmetic (eaa) [4] , and Generalized Interval Arithmetic (gia) [2, 3] -to evaluate the expressions with interval values and compare their results to identify the most suitable method for this application.
Since the arithmetic operations in the coefficients of the s-powers in (1) are predominantly multiplication, the interval methods are compared based on their performance in multiplication, which is a non-affine operation. We show that the gia yields optimal multiplication results, but its size in affine form grows with the number of multiplication operations. In order to restrict the growth of the affine form, we also present our modifications to the gia multiplication rules suggested by Kolev [2, 3] .
Intervals in affine form
An interval number in its affine form is
where x 0 and x i are known real numbers and i is a symbolic variable whose value lies in the interval [−1, +1]. The value x 0 is the central value ofx, whereas each product x i i quantifies an uncertainty which, when algebraically added to x 0 , yieldsx.
Whenever two affine forms share common noise symbols, they are said to be dependent on each other. For example, if
then the affine formsx andỹ share the noise symbols 1 and 4 . The benefits of sharing noise variables is understood better by using a graphical representation called a joint range plot, which is a convex polygon symmetric around a central point (x 0 , y 0 ). The common noise symbols determine the size of the joint range polygon, as shown by the dotted line in Figure 1 (a). Each noise symbol coefficient determines the length of two edges in the polygon as indicated in the figure. In this example, coefficients of 1 and 4 are significantly larger than the coefficients of other noise terms such as 2 and 3 , resulting in a small size polygon. This information is completely lost when the two ranges are represented in interval form. The joint range of two intervals is a rectangle, as shown by the solid line in Figure 1 (a), and has a larger area than the enclosed polygon. Therefore, by preserving the dependency between parameters, all those combinations of values in the operand intervals that do not yield a valid result are eliminated, resulting in tighter interval bounds.
The arithmetic operations between two affine forms are broadly classified into affine and non-affine operations. The interval methods [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] vary in the way non-affine operations (for example, multiplication, division, exponentiation) are handled. We compare these methods to each other using a quantitative measure for overestimation in their results, called the Relative Accuracy (ra). The ra measure is defined as the ratio between the size of the actual range and that of the computed range [7] . The actual range is the smallest interval that contains only the possible values of the evaluated expression when the value of each variable in the expression is set to vary over its given range. If the width of the computed range is w c and the width of the actual range is w a , then the relative accuracy is ra = w a /w c .
The actual range is not a known quantity, especially in a long computation chain. So the relative accuracy measure is computed based on Interval Arithmetic (ia) results [7] . The ratio of the width of the ia result to the width of the aa result represents the relative accuracy of aa when compared against ia. Therefore, ra should not be less than one for a good interval method using affine forms. The comparison is based on ia, because it is the fundamental interval method and assumes all the variables in the computation to be independent of each other. The methods using affine forms preserve the dependencies between variables during computations so as to achieve tighter bounds, albeit with additional computational effort.
Multiplication of intervals in affine form
The multiplication of two affine forms is classified as a non-affine operation, because the result cannot be expressed again in affine form. Therefore, the exact result is approximated and expressed in affine form,
Thez approx and z err computed using aa [6] for the example in (3) arẽ z approx = 42 + 1.8 1 + 0.7 2 + 0.6 3 − 0.9 4 and z err = +1 , (6) z exact =x ×ỹ = 42 + 1.8 1 + 0.7 2 + 0.6 3 − 0.9 4 + err = [37, 47]. (7) The product ofx andỹ, when expressed in interval form, is [30, 56] . Therefore, the ra for this example is (56 − 30)/(47 − 37) = 2.6 . The ra measure is consistent with the expectation from the joint range plot in Figure 1 (a) that aa helps to achieve tighter bounds than ia.
The multiplication rules defined previously [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] attempt to compute the best estimate forz approx and z err in (5). To gain insight into the performance of these rules, consider the following two examples
These two examples represent two different cases during the multiplication of affine forms. Example (8) represents multiplication between affine forms when they share common noise symbols. Figure 1(b) shows their joint range.
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The products, obtained using aa [6] , eaa, raa [5] 
(In the case of eaa, we use the multiplication rule for Affine Form 2, af2, suggested by Messine and Touhami [4] .) The product ofx andỹ is [7, 117] in interval form. As can be seen from (10), the aa, raa and eaa (ra ≈ 0.97) results are overestimated, where as the gia (ra = 1.22) result is consistent with the joint range plot in Figure 1 (b). In addition, this example was chosen to illustrate that the overestimation can result in unacceptable bounds. The negative lower bound in (10) is unacceptable because the intervals of the two multiplicands contain only positive numbers. Therefore the interval of their product is expected to at least have positive bounds.
Example (9) illustrates multiplication of two affine forms when they do not share a noise symbol and are said to be independent. The products of these two affine forms obtained using aa, raa, eaa and gia [3] are
The product ofx andỹ is [32, 60] in interval form. Since ia assumes all the intervals in a computation to be independent of each other, the joint range plot for this example is a rectangle for both interval and affine form. In contrast, the aa, raa and eaa (ra = 0.93) results are overestimated, whereas gia (ra = 1) results are as expected. This is because the aa, raa and eaa use the same conservative multiplication rules for both dependent and independent affine forms, whereas the gia suggests separate multiplication rules for independent and dependent affine forms [2] . While the improvement in ra from 0.93 to 1 appears small, it is important that ra is equal to or greater than one to avoid additional computation effort.
The gia provides consistent results with no overestimation in both the scenarios discussed in this section and proves to be the method of choice for symbolic analysis applications. However, the difficulty in using gia is that there is always an extra noise term ( m+1 ) added to the result after each multiplication. Thus, in symbolic circuit analysis the number of noise terms grows dramatically and hence the multiplication rules of Kolev [2, 3] must be modified to improve the feasibility of gia for this application.
GIA in symbolic analysis application
Letx andỹ be the results of two separate multiplications in a computation chain obtained using the gia multiplication rules shown in (12) [2, 3] . If m is the total number of noise variables in the entire computation, theñ
y =ỹ approx + y m+2 m+2 = y 0 + n j=C y j j + y m+2 m+2 .
Assuming n > n 1 , (C = n 1 + 1) ifx andỹ are independent, and C = 1 if x andỹ are dependent. Letz be the result of multiplyingx andỹ in a chain,
In (12) and (13), the three new noise symbols, m+1 , m+2 and m+3 , are generated from three separate multiplication operations. The growth in the number of noise symbols with the number of multiplications poses significant implementation issues. This problem does not occur in aa or raa because the approximation errors in products are accumulated in a single noise term. The productz in (16) needs to be generalized to the form shown in (13) in order to overcome this difficulty:
Here B is an interval that represents the accumulated approximation error in the product. The bounds of interval B are obtained from (13) by converting the terms with subscripts m + 1, m + 2 and m + 3 to interval form:
In our modifications to the gia multiplication rules, the accumulated approximation error terms are identified using a common symbol err . The coefficient of err is obtained from the radius of B in (15). Since the central value of B in (15) is zero, the productz is computed as
The multiplication rules stated as theorems [2, 3] were modified accordingly to obtain the results in the form shown in (16).
In the case of independent intervals, the multiplication rule stated by Kolev [3, Theorem 3.1] is used. The affine approximation error in that theorem is modified to obtain the product as shown in (16). 
which completes the proof. ♠
In the case of dependent intervals the optimal multiplication rule of Kolev [2] is used. The first step in this rule is to compute (as described in section 2 [2] ) the narrowest possible interval z
, to which the productz in (13) reduces. The coefficients x m+1 and y m+2 are treated independently during this computation. The product in affine form is then computed using Kolev's result [3, Theorem 2.1] . This theorem needs to be modified to obtainz as shown in (16). Our modifications are presented as follows.
where R is the radius ofz approx . Since z * is a known quantity, obtained as described by Kolev [3, section 2], the centre z 0 and the accumulated error z err is derived from (29) as
Therefore (27) is now rewritten as in (24) and (25) using (28) and (30), which completes the proof. ♠
Thus the errors in a chain of computations are now accumulated under a single error coefficient z err for both dependent and independent cases.
Experimental results and discussion
The interval methods (aa, raa, eaa and gia) were implemented as a matlab toolbox with all basic arithmetic operations. The ia results were computed using intlab [10] . The gia toolbox was implemented along with the modifications presented in section 4. The symbolic expressions for different circuit examples presented by Thanigaivelan et al. [8] were used for our experiments. The experimental results for an Operational Transconductance Amplifier (ota) circuit are presented and discussed. Figure 2 shows the circuit schematic along with frequency response plots for the voltage gain. The specifications for the elements in the circuit (transistors, resistor and capacitors) were obtained from Kaminska et al. [9] and the nominal values of its transistor model parameters (conductance, transconductance and capacitance) were obtained from spice dc operating point simulation results. The conductance, transconductance and capacitance parameters were then varied ±10% of their nominal values. The interval values of parameters in the expression were then converted to affine form. The symbolic expression in sum of product form for the voltage gain of the ota was obtained using a determinant technique. Table 1 lists the numerical coefficients of the s-powers in the lower and upper bound transfer functions for gia and ia. Table 2 compares ra measures for each coefficient in the circuit expression for different interval methods. Figure 2 (b) compares the gia with ia using magnitude and phase plots.
The gia results are plotted using solid lines and the ia results are plotted using dotted lines as indicated by the legends in the plot. As seen from this figure, the ia results are overestimated by a large margin from medium to high frequencies, starting from 1 MHz. The plots for the gia results are always enclosed by the plots for the ia results upto 1 MHz. The upper bound curve for ia in the magnitude plot is misleading from 100 MHz because the bounds for coefficients of higher powers of s in the numerator (especially a 3 , a 4 and a 5 shown in Table 1 ) are wider than necessary. The ia results being wider than necessary is because the dependencies are not preserved during computations. The affine small signal model used for the transistors extracts the dependencies between model parameters [8] and the gia uses special rules for multiplying affine numbers that are well correlated [2] . The dependency between parameters is high in the case of capacitance elements (as they share two or more parameters) and low or absent altogether in the case of conductance elements (as they share the parameters depending on circuit connections) [8] . The coefficients a 3 , a 4 and a 5 are dominated by capacitance elements resulting in overestimation.
The ia and gia results in Table 1 show the upper and lower bounds of s-power coefficients in (1) for the ota example. The coefficients of lower powers of s are numerically the same or nearly the same compared with coefficients of higher powers because of the dependencies among parameters at higher powers of s. The bounds of a 3 , a 4 and a 5 in the numerator of ia result are not only wider than the gia result, but are of opposite sign. This is of particular concern in applications where rational expressions in s are used in another loop such as optimization and automated circuit sizing.
The interval methods aa, raa and eaa are compared against each other using the ra measures as shown in Table 2 . Although their average ra scores are high, the overestimation in individual coefficients being worse than ia is a concern as it indicates that computational effort will be below optimal when using these methods. The high ra scores for each coefficient and high average accuracy for the gia indicates that it is the best method for circuit analysis applications. The gia scores are high mainly because non-affine operations are handled separately for dependent and independent affine forms.
Conclusion
The use of interval arithmetic leads to overestimation and therefore can be regarded as unsuitable in symbolic circuit analysis applications. A comparison between different interval methods in affine form presented in this article shows that the Generalized Interval Arithmetic (gia) of Kolev [2] is suitable for symbolic circuit analysis applications. This is because the gia defines separate optimal rules for multiplying dependent and independent affine numbers. However, the gia reported has to be modified because the number of noise symbols grows dramatically with the number of multiplications. Our experiments show that our modifications still yield optimal results, while restricting the growth in the number of noise symbols and thus improving computational efficiency.
